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Abstract
The use of large language models (LLM), especially ChatGPT, to help with research has come into practice.
Researchers use it for timely advice and hope to obtain in-depth feedback. However, can LLM be a qualified
and reliable reviewer? Although there already exist several review-related datasets, few works have carefully and
thoroughly inspected model’s capability as a reviewer, especially the correctness of generated reviews. In this
paper, we first evaluate GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 (the current top-performing LLM) on 2 types of tasks under different
settings: the score prediction task and the review generation task. In addition, we propose a dataset containing
196 review-revision multiple-choice questions (RR-MCQ) with detailed labels from the review-rebuttal forum in
ICLR-2023. By asking questions from technical details to the overall presentation and quality, our RR-MCQ data
provides a more complete model ability assessment. The results show that LLM is generally helpful, but great
caution is needed as it always makes mistakes. Although it can give passable decisions (> 60% accuracy) on single
options, completely correct answers are still rare (about 20%); models are still weak on long paper processing,
zero-shot scoring, and giving critical feedback like human reviewers.

Keywords: automatic peer review, large language model, multiple choice question answering

1. Introduction
Utilizing large language models for scientific paper
review recently attracts researcher’s interest. The
continuously growing amount of new paper pub-
lications, together with the increasing specializa-
tion within various research fields makes it a chal-
lenge to obtain timely and in-depth feedback. At
the same time, LLM demonstrates strong ability
in reading comprehension, knowledge integration,
and even logical reasoning (OpenAI, 2023). Thus
arises naturally this question: can LLM be a qual-
ified and reliable automatic reviewer?
In fact, even before the release of (truly) large lan-
guage models, there already exist datasets and
methods targeting review-related tasks. For ex-
ample, finetuning pretrained models to predict pa-
per decision and review scores (Li et al., 2020), or
using language models to generate review texts
(Yuan et al., 2022). Lately, new datasets for re-
view generation and edit generation also appear
(D’Arcy et al., 2023), but there is still no detailed
assessment of model’s reviewing ability.
In this paper, we first examine the reviewing abil-
ity of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 from two perspectives:
review aspect score prediction and review genera-
tion. The two types of tasks evaluate both the abil-
ity to discover flaws in research papers and rectify
them, from the granularity level of abstract scor-
ing to detailed commenting. We take great caution

B Lu Chen and Kai Yu are corresponding authors.

during the evaluation process due to the innate dif-
ficulty of evaluating freely generated texts: besides
classical automatic metrics, new metrics and man-
ual evaluations are also implemented.
We then design a “qualification exam” for fine-
grained analysis: we construct 196 review-
revision-related multiple-choice questions. On pre-
vious datasets like review generation ones, de-
tailed analyses are only possible when manually
examining the generated text, resulting in huge
time costs and subjective conclusions. Even with
manual analysis, the correctness of generated re-
views is still difficult to measure. In contrast, our
RR-MCQ dataset with well-defined categorization
labels enables comprehensive and satisfactory as-
sessments. The questions are inferred from real
discussion forums of 55 reviews from 14 papers in
ICLR-2023, investigating both criticizing and cor-
recting abilities. Due to the high cost of designing
high-quality questions, we limit the total number of
questions to about 200 (196 to be specific).1
We come to the following conclusions:

• LLM has the potential to give meaningful
scores and decide on individual statements.

• However, they are NOT easy to use in prac-
tice: seldom fully correct, not critical enough,

1Our RR-MCQ data is available at https:
//huggingface.co/datasets/zhouruiyang/
RR-MCQ

https://huggingface.co/datasets/zhouruiyang/RR-MCQ
https://huggingface.co/datasets/zhouruiyang/RR-MCQ
https://huggingface.co/datasets/zhouruiyang/RR-MCQ
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lack technical details, and struggle with long
context.

• Automatic similarity metrics do not align with
the true review generation quality; the assess-
ment of model reliability is needed.

2. Related Work
2.1. Paper-reviewing Related Task
Generation task Automatic review generation is
the most direct task in using models as automatic
reviewers. Datasets like PeerRead (Kang et al.,
2018), ASAP (Yuan et al., 2022), ReviewRobot
(Wang et al., 2020), MOPRD (Lin et al., 2023),
and NLPEER (Dycke et al., 2022) all contain scien-
tific papers (mostly in the domain of computer sci-
ence) and their corresponding peer reviews. How-
ever, since it is difficult to directly generate review
texts and evaluate them, various types of annota-
tions have been proposed. The most common la-
bel is the sentence type, classified based on the
sentence’s sentiment polarity, review aspect, or
the text aspect that it comments on, for example
COMPARE (Singh et al., 2021), ReAct (Choudhary
et al., 2021), AMSR (Fromm et al., 2021), COM-
PARE (Singh et al., 2021), Peer-Review-Analyze
(Ghosal et al., 2022), and AMPERE (Hua et al.,
2019). Still, there is no commonly recognized best
annotation style and evaluation metric.
Other generation tasks related to reviewing ability
also appear, like meta-review generation and edit
(revision) generation. The meta-review generation
task is more similar to the summarization task, but
it summarizes multiple peer reviews in the scien-
tific field. MreD (Shen et al., 2021) is an exempli-
fied meta-review generation task dataset with sen-
tence intent annotations. The revision generation
task is more complicated, requiring the ability to
comprehend the comment as well as take actions;
examples are Revise and Resubmit (Kuznetsov
et al., 2022), ArxivEdits (Jiang et al., 2022) and
ARIES (D’Arcy et al., 2023).
Classification task Besides directly generating
texts, more specific tasks with clear-cut answers
are actually more investigated. Paper decision pre-
diction and aspect score prediction are the two
most researched tasks before the appearance of
large language models, like in PeerRead (Kang
et al., 2018). Other reviewing-related tasks include
argument extraction in RR (Cheng et al., 2020) and
DISAPERE (Kennard et al., 2021), sentence clas-
sification (on datasets mentioned above for review
generation with annotations).
In this paper, we first evaluate models on both
types of existing tasks: the generation task and
the classification task. Specifically, we choose to
run GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 on the review generation
task and aspect score prediction task; the result of

GPT-4 on edit generation is already presented in
ARIES (D’Arcy et al., 2023). We then present our
RR-MCQ data that inspects all aspects mentioned
above.

2.2. Large Language Models for
Reviewing

Recently, Liu and Shah (2023) inspects GPT-4’s
ability by constructing a small-sized artificial test
dataset. They first create 13 short papers and
then design test examples based on these brand-
new papers to avoid the data leakage problem.
They find that GPT-4 can accomplish the list-
checking task, but makes frequent mistakes on
error-identifying and paper-ranking tasks. Their
detailed analysis is only based on a limited number
of manually designed questions; in contrast, our
RR-MCQ dataset has more test questions whose
distribution basically aligns with reality.
ARIES (D’Arcy et al., 2023) proposes a dataset
for comment-edit pairing and edit generation task,
but find that even GPT-4 aligns badly the com-
ment and the edit, and that the GPT-4 gener-
ated revisions have low coherence and insuffi-
cient technical details. However, they do not mea-
sure the correctness of generated revisions as
it is extremely difficult. Our work turns the free-
generation task into a multiple-choice question-
answering task, making the measurement of cor-
rectness easy and automatic. It is like a qualifi-
cation test for LLM before being an automatic re-
viewer.
Robertson (2023) tests the usefulness of GPT-4
generated reviews by questioning 10 real users.
Very recently, Liang et al. (2023) assess on a
larger scale the GPT-4 generated reviews: they
tag the comment overlap (hit rate and several other
overlap coefficients) and survey the user satisfac-
tion to measure the review quality. They find that
the reviews have satisfactory overlap and consis-
tency with human references, but can be non-
generic and emphasize different aspects. Com-
ment overlap is an important indicator, but our RR-
MCQ data offers more evaluation perspectivesof
the model’s ability and reliability.

3. Task 1: Aspect Score Prediction
3.1. PeerRead Dataset
For the task of aspect score prediction, we use the
ICLR-2017 subset of the PeerRead dataset (Kang
et al., 2018). This subset contains 1.3k manually
annotated aspect scores (ranging from 1 to 5 in-
clusive) for 427 official reviews from ICLR-2017
conference. The manual annotations ensure the
feasibility and consistency of the aspect score pre-
diction task: aspects that are not discussed in the
review have a special not discussed score label.
See Figure 1 for a concrete example.
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1. accuracy ↑ 2. |diff| ↓ 3. Pearson ↑ 4. Spearman ↑ 5. Kendall’s tau ↑

baseline 1. most frequent score 0.404 0.966 0.333 0.340 0.297

given review
2. zero-shot 0.353 0.856 0.548 0.553 0.475
3. few-shot 0.306 1.132 0.651 0.659 0.580

4. MCQ style 0.336 1.025 0.558 0.565 0.492

given paper

5. abstract 0.237 0.992 0.228 0.233 0.195
6. whole paper (GPT-3.5-16k) 0.138 2.132 0.131 0.131 0.109

7. selected sections 0.251 0.886 0.258 0.265 0.222
8. abstract & sections 0.330 0.923 0.248 0.249 0.209

Table 1: Average results of the aspect score prediction task from GPT-3.5 and GPT-3.5-16k on PeerRead
dataset. ↑ means the higher the metric value, the better the performance. The best result under each
setting is bolded, and the best score across all settings is further italicized.

1. Recommendation 2. Substance 3. Appropriateness 4. Comparison
P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑

1. zero-shot 0.826 0.836 0.757 0.394 0.414 0.367 0.473 0.489 0.439 0.393 0.399 0.349
2. few-shot 0.807 0.811 0.733 0.453 0.452 0.413 0.634 0.604 0.558 0.405 0.401 0.353given review

3. MCQ style 0.819 0.824 0.744 0.430 0.432 0.382 0.393 0.453 0.392 0.344 0.313 0.273
4. abstract 0.283 0.282 0.25 0.187 0.190 0.166 0.187 0.152 0.129 -0.023 -0.031 -0.028

5. whole paper (GPT-3.5-16k) 0.090 0.091 0.080 0.000 -0.003 -0.003 -0.100 -0.019 -0.097 -0.030 0.030 -0.025
6. selected sections -0.076 -0.081 -0.072 0.155 0.131 0.117 0.202 0.222 0.197 0.021 0.011 0.009given paper

7. abstract & sections -0.014 -0.008 -0.007 0.032 0.051 0.046 0.002 -0.007 -0.007 0.080 0.076 0.068
5. Soundness 6. Originality 7. Clarity 8. Impact

P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑ P ↑ Sp ↑ K ↑

1. zero-shot 0.585 0.619 0.542 0.507 0.510 0.443 0.626 0.649 0.572 0.445 0.450 0.389
2. few-shot 0.667 0.674 0.610 0.612 0.621 0.545 0.730 0.745 0.676 0.504 0.521 0.460given review

3. MCQ style 0.398 0.395 0.355 0.476 0.469 0.409 0.726 0.718 0.644 0.494 0.493 0.436
4. abstract 0.120 0.117 0.104 0.118 0.119 0.098 0.172 0.171 0.151 0.109 0.113 0.097

5. whole paper (GPT-3.5-16k) 0.052 0.064 0.057 0.095 0.103 0.085 -0.082 -0.091 -0.081 0.069 0.086 0.071
6. selected sections 0.008 0.016 0.014 0.197 0.189 0.157 0.081 0.105 0.093 0.088 0.075 0.066given paper

7. abstract & sections 0.157 0.183 0.162 0.084 0.079 0.067 0.112 0.143 0.128 0.118 0.109 0.097

Table 2: Detailed aspect prediction results of GPT-3.5 and GPT-3.5-16k on PeerRead dataset. Numbers
in gray color are values with p-value larger than 0.05. P is short for Pearson correlation, Sp for Spearman
correlation, and K for Kendall’s tau.

The exposition is OK, and I 
think the approach is sensible, 
but the main issue with this 
paper is that it is lacking 
experiments on non-synthetic 
datasets. As such, while I find 
the graphics inspired ques-
tions the paper is investigating 
interesting, I don't think it is 
clear that this work introduces 
useful machinery for modeling 
more general videos. I think 
this paper is more appropriate 
as a workshop contribution in 
its current form.

Title: Perception Updating 
Networks: On Architectural 
Constraints For Interpretable 
Video Generative Models
Abstract: We investigate a 
neural network architecture and 
statistical framework that...
Section 1 Introduction: The 
current computer graphics 
pipelines... Section 3 
Perception Updating Networks: 
This Section proposes a family 
of neural architectures for 
optimizing...

Setting 2: Given Paper

Aspect Score

Setting 1: Given Review

Recommendation = 2
Substance = 2
Appropriateness = 2
Comparison = not discussed

Soundness = 3 
Originality = not discussed
Clarity = not discussed
Impact = 3 

LLM

Figure 1: Example of the aspect score prediction
task. We conduct experiments under two settings:
given the review or the paper to predict scores.

We conduct experiments under two different set-
tings: (1) given human-written review, predict as-
pect scores; (2) given (part of) the research paper,

accuracy ↑ |diff| ↓ Pearson ↑ Spearman ↑ Kendall’s tau ↑

most freq 0.317 0.813 0.628 0.630 0.560
all 1 0.314 0.952 0.522 0.525 0.459
all 5 0.337 0.822 0.546 0.539 0.476

Table 3: Average results of “only given abstract”
method on 100 randomly chosen examples from
PeerRead dataset. “most freq” means using the
most frequent reference score for each aspect in
the prompt example; similarly, “all 1” and “all 5”
mean setting all scores in the prompt example to 1
and 5.

predict scores.

3.2. Setting 1: Given Review, Predict
Scores

Tests under the Setting 1 can be viewed as a re-
view reading comprehension task, targeting ques-
tions: are model-generated scores meaningful?
Are they consistent with the text? Can models
understand human-written reviews? In addition,
we take into consideration the influence of prompt
style and content extraction methods. For Set-
ting 1, we try zero-shot / few-shot, direct scoring
/ multiple-choice style scoring, and different exam-
ple distributions.
Besides classical metrics accuracy and absolute
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difference for the score prediction task, we also cal-
culate the correlation indicators of Pearson, Spear-
man, and Kendall’s tau. The three correlation met-
rics are the common choice when evaluating the
score prediction ability of unfinetuned models, as
in the work of using LLM to evaluate abstractive
summaries (Shen et al., 2023) and machine trans-
lations (Kocmi and Federmann, 2023).
If not specially marked, all models are of version
0613 with temperature 0.3, for example GPT-3.5-
turbo-0613 in this section.
LLM can infer scores from reviews. As shown
in Table 1 (column 3 Pearson), when predicting
scores given the review, GPT-3.5 achieves a good
correlation with humans (0.651 Pearson correla-
tion value under the few-shot setting, while the
baseline is only about 0.3). Even under the most
difficult zero-shot setting (line 2 zero-shot & col-
umn 345), its correlations are still satisfactory
(above 0.5). This indicates that GPT-3.5 can un-
derstand human-written reviews, distinguish emo-
tions, and give consistent scores.
Another result worth noticing is that the multiple-
choice question style prompting does not help
much (line 4 MCQ style). In the MCQ style prompt,
we write specific scoring criteria for each score in
each aspect but only obtain a small performance
gain compared to zero-shot prompting. We may
conclude that GPT-3.5 already knows the rules
and can inherently give meaningful scores.

3.3. Setting 2: Given Paper, Predict
Scores

Experiments under the Setting 2 really assess
model’s capability to be a reviewer, answering our
main research question. Under this task setting,
we try three types of input for LLM: only abstract,
selected sections, and the whole paper (for GPT-
3.5-16k).
LLM fails to predict scores directly from pa-
pers. Unlike predicting scores given the review,
when only given (part of) the research paper, GPT-
3.5 struggles to generate reasonable scores. The
bottom half (line 5678) of Table 1 shows that GPT-
3.5 only has 0.258 best Pearson correlation, even
lower than the baseline. The particularly poor per-
formance of GPT-3.5-16k (line 6) with correlations
lower than 0.2 gives us another indication: simply
injecting long texts is not the way out, especially
complex long texts like research papers.
LLM predicts well the final [recommendation]
score, but not scores of [comparison], [im-
pact], and [substance] that are knowledge-
and logic-demanding. GPT-3.5 gains espe-
cially high correlations in predicting [Recommen-
dation] scores under both settings (Pearson corre-
lation 0.826 & 0.283, see detailed results for each

aspect in Table 2 column 1). However, it struggles
in judging [Comparison] (column 4) whether the pa-
per presents enough meaningful comparisons with
related work, [Substance] (column 2) whether it
contains lots of ideas and results, and [Impact] (col-
umn 8) whether it is influential and helpful to this
field. We may attribute the difficulty to the need of
extra scientific knowledge and details, as all three
aspects require a rich understanding of the field.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility of us-
ing memorized data to successfully predict the
[Recommendation] score (data leakage), as this
score is the easiest to infer from other factors
and the PeerRead dataset uses ICLR-2017 pa-
pers. Therefore, we present a more detailed exam-
ination of model’s ability in Section 5 on our MCQ
test data.
We justify the choice of prompt example in Table 3.
Using the most frequent score of each aspect in
the prompt has the best result, but the influence
is not decisive, as the variance among the three
prompts’ results is small. Therefore, we use the
“most frequent” score in the prompt example for all
experiments in this section.

4. Task 2: Review Generation
4.1. ASAP dataset
For the task of review generation, we use the ICLR-
2020 subset of the ASAP dataset (Yuan et al.,
2022). Review sentences in this subset are la-
beled by their aspect: summary, motivation, origi-
nality, soundness, substance, replicability, mean-
ingful comparison, clarity; each is further classi-
fied into positive and negative, except summary.
We randomly select 300 papers from this subset
with 902 corresponding official peer reviews to test
model’s review generation ability. An example of
GPT-4 generated review is shown in Figure 2.

[SUBSTANCE_POSITIVE] The authors' approach 
to approximating the IBLagrangian through 
a second order Taylor expansion is innova-
tive. [ORIGINALITY_POSITIVE] The deriva-
tion of a lower bound that corresponds to 
an PAC-Bayes prior is an original contri-
bution to this field. [SOUNDNESS_POSITIVE] 
The soundness of this study is demonstrat-
ed through a number of experiments which 
imply easy and hard cases where one can or 
cannot prove generalization. [CLARITY_POS-
ITIVE] The paper is well-structured and 
clear, making complex concepts accessible 
to readers. 

[SUBSTANCE+]

[ORIGINALITY+]

[SOUNDNESS+]

[CLARITY+]

Figure 2: Example review generated by GPT-4.
The sentence aspect label is part of the generation
and is put at the beginning of each sentence. A
special [None] label is added if the sentence does
not belong to any other types.
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4.2. Experiments and Results
As in the aspect score prediction test in Section 3,
we try zero-shot / few-shot prompting and different
content extraction methods in the two-step genera-
tion experiment. We present both the performance
of GPT-3.5-turbo-0613 and GPT-4-0613 for the re-
view generation task. Besides, we focus more on
the evaluation method for model-generated review
texts.
We examine the quality from the following perspec-
tives. (1) Aspect coverage, thanks to the aspect
annotations in ASAP dataset. (2) Similarity to
reference reviews, including the classical statisti-
cal methods ROUGE-1/2/L (Lin, 2004), the model-
based method BertScore (Zhang et al., 2019),
the task-based reference-free metric BLANC (Vasi-
lyev et al., 2020), and using GPT-4 to score the
similarity as in the evaluation of abstractive sum-
maries (Shen et al., 2023) and of translation quality
(Kocmi and Federmann, 2023). (3) Manual analy-
sis for similarity and informativeness (whether con-
taining enough details) proposed by Yuan and Liu
(2022) in KID-Review.
Here are some implementation details. GPT-3.5
is used for 300 randomly selected papers from
ASAP, whose results are auto-evaluated in Fig-
ure 3 and Table 5; GPT-4 is used for 50 papers
and the results are manually examined in Table 6.
The reason for only choosing 50 papers for GPT-
4 is that, the generation is expensive and that the
manual analysis has also a high cost. For the two-
step generation experiment, the section extraction
step outputs the union of contents that are selected
based on each review (most papers have three
reference reviews), and the union of useful con-
tents is input into the model to generate one re-
view. During the evaluation, the best similarity
score is selected among all references for ROUGE
and BertScore; for BLANC, all reference reviews
are concatenated to form the new reference.
LLM has its own comment aspect preference:
too much positive feedback. In Figure 3, it is
clear that GPT-3.5 has its own preference of as-
pects to comment on: it always generates positive
reviews while being very cautious about negative
aspects. For each setting, the proportion of posi-
tive feedback (exclude [Summary]) is always larger
than 55% (reference labels are only 43% positive).
Especially when only given the abstract, 99% com-
ments are positive. In addition, [Substance-] and
[Clarity-] are always missing in all four experiment
settings.
Few-shot prompting helps GPT-3.5 to generate
more negative comments, but the distribution is
still very different from reality. We regard this as
a strong weakness for GPT-3.5 being a reviewer
because well-supported critics are the most help-
ful for researchers.

Figure 3: Aspect label distribution of reference
reviews and model-generated reviews on ASAP
dataset. “+ / -” means positive/ negative com-
ments, except that [summary] is always neutral.
Reference label distribution comes from the union
of all reviews for each paper.

The aspect recall value in Table 5 (column 1 as-
pect) also indicates that both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4
have very different comment preferences from hu-
mans. Although their best aspect coverage rate
(0.582) is better than humans (0.499), the highest
aspect recall is still unsatisfactory (0.559). Even
under the few-shot prompt setting (line 2 few-shot),
this value is still low (0.506), showing that LLM can-
not naturally generate comments of people’s inter-
est.
Automatic metrics can be fooled by LLM’s gen-
eration. In Table 4, to better examine the review
generation quality, we try using GPT-4 as an eval-
uator to predict the relevance, precision, and re-
call score (between 0 and 100). We also manu-
ally score (also between 0 and 100) the 50 reviews
generated by GPT-4-0613 when given both the ab-
stract and selected sections. We focus on two per-
spectives for quality evaluation: (1) relevance to
reference reviews; (2) amount of details in the re-
view (informativeness).
During the process of manual inspection, we find
that GPT-4 generated reviews are strongly influ-
enced by the given paper content and lack crit-
ics, while reference reviews contain lots of detailed
suggestions. This is why the manual score is low,
54.5 for relevance and 48.7 for informativeness.
However, the manual score (and also our actual im-
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GPT-4 predicted relevance ↑ precision ↑ recall ↑
83.8 84.7 75.8

manually scored relevance ↑ informativeness ↑
54.5 48.7

Table 4: “GPT-4 as review quality evaluator” pre-
dicted scores and manually annotated scores for
the 50 GPT-4 generated reviews.

pression) is very different from BertScore (always
above 0.8): is BertScore fooled by the fluent gener-
ation? Thus, we compute the correlation between
every automatically computed similarity score and
our manual annotations in Table 6. As expected,
BertScore has the worst correlation (-0.003 and -
0.024), showing that BertScore is fooled by GPT-4
generated texts.
Automatic metrics that best correspond to humans
are BLANC and GPT-4. BLANC is designed for no-
reference summary evaluation, but here we con-
sider the generated review as a summary of all
reference reviews. BLANC uses the performance
gain on the blank-filling task as the indicator: if a
summary can help its model to complete the origi-
nal task, then the summary is considered of good
quality. This metric truly tests the amount of infor-
mation contained in the summary and is difficult to
be fooled by fluent but hollow sentences.
In conclusion, GPT-4 does not naturally provide
enough details and critics; automatic similarity met-
rics can be unaware of the flaws. Since it is still dif-
ficult to evaluate model-generated reviews, we use
our RR-MCQ data in Section 5, a more objective
and detailed approach to evaluation.

5. Task 3: Review-Revision
Multiple-Choice Questions

The experiments of aspect score prediction and
review generation above do give us an idea of
model’s reviewing ability. Moreover, GPT-4 has
also been tested on the edit generation task in
ARIES (D’Arcy et al., 2023). They manually
annotate 85 generated examples from the fol-
lowing perspectives: compliance (1-3), promise
(true/false), paraphrase (true/false), and technical
details (true/false). They find that GPT-4 has high
compliance (94% are scored 3), but tends to make
promises (21%), simply paraphrase the comment
(48%), and lacks technical details (12%).
One evident drawback of the previous analyses is
that, all detailed results require heavy manual in-
spection while automatic metrics are not reliable
enough (see Section 4.2). Therefore, we propose
a review-revision multiple-choice question dataset
(RR-MCQ) with abundant labels, containing ques-
tions related to both the review and revision with
one or more correct answers.

5.1. RR-MCQ Data Construction and
Characteristics

Question:
What experiments could be added to illustrate 
the proposed method’s effectiveness?

A. change the similarity threshold
B. use the same examples for different models
C. use randomly sampled examples for 
different models
D. do not use the similarity threshold

Options:

Answers: A B

Labels: [soundness] [empirical] [add] [no-need]

Figure 4: Example of the multiple-choice question
with one or more answers. We randomly shuffle
the four options during the experiment.

Our RR-MCQ dataset is targeted for a more spe-
cific and in-depth assessment. For example, can
models evaluate the soundness of argumentation?
Can they integrate domain knowledge and the pa-
per together? Can they give complicated sugges-
tions, such as important experiments to do?
The dataset contains 196 multiple-choice ques-
tions examining specific review-revision-related
knowledge and ability. An example of the RR-
MCQ is presented in Figure 4.
To construct the MCQ test dataset, we select 55
reviews from 14 papers with sufficient comment-
response posts in the peer review forum from the
ICLR-2023 conference. We then perform the fol-
lowing four steps: (1) align the smallest unit of com-
ment and response to form a single argument; (2)
identify its main topic and decide if controversial
(we skip arguments on which the two sides sharply
disagree); (3) transform the argument into a four-
choice question without adding new contents, i.e.
wrong options either come from irrelevant parts of
the same discussion or are the negation of correct
ones; (4) label the aspects being assessed by the
question.
There are four types of labels corresponding to
four ways of categorization: review aspect, con-
tent aspect, ability to be tested, if need informa-
tion from other papers. Figure 5 presents the la-
bel distribution, which basically corresponds to the
review comment distribution in reality. The labels
are assigned by two experienced students in the
domain. Among all the 788 annotated labels, 86
labels (10.9%) have disagreement at first. The fi-
nal decision is made through a careful discussion
of the two annotators.
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1. aspect (macro avg) 2. ROUGE-F1 (macro avg)
ref coverage ↑ coverage ↑ recall ↑ R-1 ↑ R-2 ↑ R-L ↑

abstract 1. zero-shot 0.499 0.034 0.065 0.429 0.103 0.190
2. few-shot 0.499 0.582 0.506 0.424 0.108 0.198

paper 3. selected sections 0.499 0.367 0.449 0.382 0.081 0.176
4. abstract & sections 0.499 0.470 0.559 0.431 0.106 0.193

GPT-4* 5. abstract & sections 0.488* 0.515* 0.530* 0.425* 0.100* 0.190*
3. BertScore (macro avg) 4. BLANC

precision ↑ recall ↑ F1 ↑ average ↑ variance

abstract 1. zero-shot 0.855 0.835 0.843 0.098 0.001
2. few-shot 0.851 0.839 0.843 0.114 0.001

paper 3. selected sections 0.843 0.832 0.835 0.093 0.001
4. abstract & sections 0.845 0.840 0.841 0.126 0.001

GPT-4* 5. abstract & sections 0.851* 0.840* 0.843* 0.112* 0.001*

Table 5: Automatic evaluation of GPT-3.5 (300 examples) and GPT-4 (50 examples) generated reviews
on ASAP dataset. GPT-4 results are noted with * because they are averaged over 50 examples.

relevance informativeness

aspect-recall 0.076 0.227
Rouge1-F1 0.115 0.159
Rouge2-F1 0.039 0.111
RougeL-F1 0.167 0.124

BertScore-F1 -0.003 -0.024
BLANC-avg 0.255 0.355
GPT4-avg 0.325 0.244

Table 6: Pearson correlation values between auto-
matic evaluation metrics and manually annotated
review quality labels for the 50 GPT-4 generated
reviews.

Figure 5: Label distribution of our RR-MCQ test
data. There are 4 types of labels: review as-
pect, content aspect, ability, and if need informa-
tion from other papers.

5.2. Experiments and Results
We test both GPT-3.5-turbo-0613 and GPT-4-0613
on our MCQ data. The two-step generation
method is similar to that of Section 4: the model
selects useful sections based on the given ques-
tion, then the selected contents are input into the
model to predict answers. Note that our multiple-

choice questions may have more than one correct
answer.

LLM gets passable micro accuracy, but bad
macro accuracy. From Table 7, the best micro
accuracy 0.710 comes from the GPT-4 -> GPT-4
method. It is a passable score, but the macro ac-
curacy is not ideal: the best macro accuracy is only
0.276. The micro accuracy is calculated by consid-
ering each question option as an individual exam-
ple so that the MCQ task becomes a binary de-
cision task of determining True/False for each op-
tion. The macro accuracy is more strict: only when
all answers are correct, the question is marked as
correct (note that the number of correct options is
undetermined, between one and four).
In addition, the precision and recall are balanced.
We can conclude that GPT-4 is able to judge
the correctness of each individual statement with
about 70% accuracy, but this level of ability is in-
sufficient for giving completely correct answers: er-
rors and omissions are frequent.

LLM struggles with tasks that relate to sound-
ness and adding components. We select the
top 2 numerous labels in each of the 4 label cate-
gories and present the detailed results in Table 8.
As our questions are inferred from the true peer
review discussion forum (containing both the re-
view and the response), these types of questions
are also the most common in reality. Therefore,
model’s performance on these questions is impor-
tant and representative.
In Table 8, [Explain] related questions have the
highest macro accuracy (by comparing the bold
number in “accuracy” through all eight aspects).
These types of questions come from discussions
to confirm an understanding or ask a detail, some-
how similar to reading comprehension and essay
expansion tasks. It does not require much logi-
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macro average micro average
accuracy ↑ precision ↑ recall ↑ F1 ↑ accuracy ↑ precision ↑ recall ↑ F1 ↑

GPT-3.5 -> GPT-3.5 0.128 0.332 0.376 0.176 0.569 0.583 0.373 0.227
GPT-4 -> GPT-3.5 0.214 0.553 0.586 0.285 0.648 0.644 0.603 0.311
GPT-4 -> GPT-4 0.276 0.655 0.666 0.330 0.710 0.699 0.701 0.350

Table 7: Results on RR-MCQ test data. “GPT-4 -> GPT-3.5” means using GPT-4 for the first section
selection step and then using GPT-3.5 for the second answer generation step.

1. Soundness 2. Clarity 3. Empirical 4. Method
macro average acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑

GPT-3.5 -> GPT-3.5 0.091 0.293 0.307 0.194 0.356 0.454 0.055 0.267 0.308 0.173 0.391 0.458
GPT-4 -> GPT-3.5 0.205 0.526 0.552 0.278 0.498 0.560 0.209 0.573 0.597 0.247 0.564 0.598
GPT-4 -> GPT-4 0.193 0.655 0.673 0.361 0.514 0.509 0.253 0.713 0.695 0.309 0.617 0.654

5. Explain 6. Add 7. No need 8. Need
macro average acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑ acc ↑ prec ↑ recall ↑

GPT-3.5 -> GPT-3.5 0.182 0.374 0.384 0.051 0.284 0.336 0.118 0.295 0.358 0.140 0.380 0.400
GPT-4 -> GPT-3.5 0.247 0.573 0.534 0.203 0.586 0.609 0.227 0.523 0.549 0.198 0.591 0.634
GPT-4 -> GPT-4 0.364 0.667 0.626 0.153 0.694 0.757 0.291 0.602 0.647 0.256 0.724 0.691

Table 8: Detailed results on RR-MCQ test data. For each label category, we present only the detailed
results for the top two labels with the most elements.

cal reasoning, but lots of knowledge and inference
ability.

Question [Soundness]:
Which choice the author makes may hurt the 
final performance but is not well-examined in 
the paper?

A. linearize the RNN module
B. use a learnable gate
C. combine RNN and self-attention
D. REM endows positional encodings of a 
multi-head self-attention with recurrent 
dynamics

Options:

Answers: A

Figure 6: Example question of label [Soundness].

The lowest macro accuracy appears in questions
of labels [Soundness] and [Add] (note that one
question may have both the [Soundness] and
[Add] labels because they mark different perspec-
tives).
An example of [Soundness] question is shown in
Figure 6. The review aspect label [Soundness]
concerns questions requiring strong logic, for ex-
ample, the correctness of a statement, the validity
of an argument, or the completeness of supporting
evidence. In the example above, the model needs
to first identify whether the choice is influential, and
then decide if it is well-examined in the paper.
An example of [Add] question is shown in Figure 7.

Question [Add]:
What possible experiments can be added to 
present the method’s usefulness ?

A. compare to linear freezing and AutoFreeze
B. try DeiT-T model on ImageNet dataset
C. try Bert model on MRPC dataset
D. try Bert model on CoLA dataset

Options:

Answers: B C D

Figure 7: Example question of label [Add].

The tested ability label [Add] relates to adding com-
ponents to the paper, for example, conducting an
extra experiment or citing a missing related work.
Its difficulty comes from the need for both logic
and knowledge. Although possible options to be
added are already provided in the question, the
model still has to carefully select truly necessary
ones. In the example question above, GPT-4 fails
to understand that the first option is already in the
paper and that the second option is needed to
prove method’s effectiveness on other model ar-
chitectures.

6. Conclusion
“Can LLM be a qualified and reliable automatic re-
viewer?” After testing GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 on two
existing datasets and also on our proposed RR-
MCQ data, we conclude that they are not natu-
rally reliable automatic reviewers because their er-
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ror rate is still not sufficiently low.
They can generate meaningful scores based on
human-written reviews, even without explicitly giv-
ing examples or scoring criteria; but when the in-
put is long and complicated like a whole research
paper, they can only roughly identify the quality.
When being asked to freely generate comments,
their suggestions are sometimes correct, but al-
ways on aspects that human reviewers would not
be interested in. Facing multiple-choice questions,
they have the ability to make passable decisions
on single options, but hardly to be completely cor-
rect .
We claim that it is still too early to trust LLM as auto-
matic scientific paper reviewer. Although there is a
chance to get useful and correct results, their cur-
rent capability is not reliable enough. Especially on
questions requiring logic reasoning over long texts
or extra knowledge in detail, their performance is
still unsatisfactory.
We believe that in detail and in-depth evaluations
are needed before the targeted development of
LLM in automatic paper reviewing task. Our RR-
MCQ test dataset is an example, but still with lim-
ited size. Future work could be to develop bet-
ter data construction methods, to invent new met-
rics, and finally to improve LLM’s capability as a
reviewer.
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A. Prompt
A.1. Evaluation on PeerRead
Setting 1 Given review, predict scores.
Prompt You are a professional reviewer in com-
puter science and machine learning. Based on
the given review, you need to predict the review
score in several aspects. Choose a score from
[1,2,3,4,5], higher score means better paper qual-
ity.
Zero-Shot Example Example output: RECOM-
MENDATION: x, SUBSTANCE: x, APPROPRI-
ATENESS: x, MEANINGFU COMPARISON: x,
SOUNDNESS CORRECTNESS: x, ORIGINAL-
ITY: x, CLARITY: x, IMPACT: x
Few-Shot Example Example1: Review: This
paper presents an approach to modeling videos
based on a decomposition into a background ...
workshop contribution in its current form. Output:
RECOMMENDATION: 2, SUBSTANCE: 2, AP-
PROPRIATENESS: 2, SOUNDNESS CORRECT-
NESS: 3, IMPACT: 3 . Example2 ... Example5 ...
MCQ-Style Example RECOMMENDATION: A.
This paper changed my thinking on this topic and
I’d fight to get it accepted; B. I learned a lot from this
paper and would like to see it accepted. C. Border-
line: I am ambivalent about this one. D. Leaning
against: I would rather not see it in the conference.
E. Poor: I would fight to have it rejected.
Setting 2 Given paper, predict scores.
Prompt You are a professional reviewer in com-
puter science and machine learning. Based on
the given abstract/sections/paper, you need to pre-
dict the review score in several aspects. Choose a
score from [1,2,3,4,5], higher score means better
paper quality.

A.2. Evaluation on ASAP
Setting 1 Given paper, generate review text.
Prompt You are a professional reviewer in com-
puter science and machine learning. Based
on the given title and abstract of a research
paper, you need to write a review in ICLR
style. At the same time, you need to tag
sequences of words with their review type

http://arxiv.org/abs/2303.08774
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at the beginning: [NONE], [SUMMARY], [MO-
TIVATION POSITIVE], [[MOTIVATION NEGA-
TIVE]], [SUBSTANCE POSITIVE], [SUBSTANCE
NEGATIVE], [ORIGINALITY POSITIVE], [ORIGI-
NALITY NEGATIVE], [SOUNDNESS POSITIVE],
[SOUNDNESS NEGATIVE], [CLARITY POSI-
TIVE], [CLARITY NEGATIVE], [REPLICABILITY
POSITIVE], [REPLICABILIT NEGATIVE], [MEAN-
INGFUL COMPARISON POSITIVE], [MEANING-
FUL COMPARISON NEGATIVE]. Your total output
should not surpass 500 tokens.
Zero-Shot Example Example output: [LABEL]
sequence. [LABEL] sequence. [LABEL] se-
quence......
Few-Shot Example Example1: [SUM-
MARY]This paper introduces a method to
disentanglement the private and public attribute
information... Example2: [SUMMARY]The paper
proposes learning NN to correct for inaccuracies...
Example3: [SUMMARY]This paper describes a
method for segmenting 3D point clouds... Exam-
ple4: [SUMMARY]This work introduces GQ-Net ,
a novel technique that trains quantization friendly
networks...
Setting 2 Given reference reviews, evaluate the
generated review quality.
Prompt Score the following review step by step
with respect to its relevance with reference reviews
on a continuous scale from 0 to 100. You should
give a relevance score, a precision score and a
recall score of the review to be scored. Rele-
vance measures its selection of important content
from references, where relevance=0 means ’no
meaning preserved’ and relevance=100 means
’perfect meaning’. Precision measures its correct-
ness with respect to references, and recall mea-
sures its information coverage with respect to ref-
erences. Output format: Score for the review to be
scored:relevance=x, precision=x, recall=x.

A.3. Evaluation on RR-MCQ
Setting 1 Given question and paper, select use-
ful sections.
Prompt You are a professional reviewer in ley-
words. You will be given a multiple choice ques-
tion and the headings of a research paper in this
field. You need to select sections that are useful
to anwer the question.
Setting 2 Given selected sections, predict an-
swers.
Prompt You are a professional reviewer in key-
words. You will be given some sections extracted
from a paper in this domain. Based on the given
context, you need to answer the following multiple
choice question. You should select one or more
answer choices from A, B, C, D.

B. Labeling Principle
B.1. Review aspect

• [Soundness] Questions related to the sound-
ness of claims, supporting materials and
mathematical results.

• [Clarity] Questions of requesting more expla-
nations.

• [Comparison] Questions related to the com-
parison with related work: whether it is precise
and complete.

• [Substance] Questions to evaluate the num-
ber of new ideas, results and the amount of
work.

• [Citation] Specific questions of citations with-
out much comparison.

• [Reproducibility] Questions about code avail-
ability, settings and hyperparameters.

• [Novelty] Questions to evaluate the signifi-
cance of problem, technique, methodology, or
insight.

• [Format] Specific questions about the paper
format.

B.2. Content aspect
Questions related to different parts of the paper.
The labels are: [Empirical Result], [Method], [Re-
lated Work], [Dataset], [Theoretical Result], [Task],
[Abstract], [Evaluation], [PDF].

B.3. Ability
The main ability needed to solve the question. If
more than one ability is required, only choose the
more complex one. The following labels are or-
dered increasingly by their complexity.

• [Knowledge] Questions about domain knowl-
edge, not the paper.

• [Summarize] Questions about general de-
scriptions of the paper. If it requires detailed
information or analysis of the reasoning pro-
cess, the use the [find] label.

• [Compare] Questions about comparing the
paper to other domain knowledge.

• [Find] Questions about detailed information
and logic.

• [Explain] Questions about further explana-
tions. If the explanation needs to add content,
for example extra experiments or results, then
use the [add] label.
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• [Add] Questions about adding content to the
original paper. For example experiments, re-
sults, citations, etc. If the correction of old con-
tent is also involved, then use the [correct] la-
bel.

• [Correct] Questions about finding errors and
make modifications.

B.4. Extra Information
Only information from referenced papers (citations
in the paper or in the discussion forum) are consid-
ered extra information.
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